WHAT WILL I DO WITHOUT YOU
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AND STILL THEY FALL IN LOVE
GO TO BED
IN A KITCHENETTE
KEEPING THE WOLF FROM THE DOOR
PAINTING THE CLOUDS WITH SUNSHINE
MECHANICAL MAN
SONG OF THE GOLD Diggers
TIP TOE THROUGH THE TULIPS WITH ME
WHAT WILL I DO WITHOUT YOU
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(Slumber on my little Gypsy Sweetheart)
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Kiss Me Again
Lyric by
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What Will I Do Without You?
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Moderato

You're telling me what I can see right in your eyes,
For old times' sake, why can't I make you change your mind?
For when you go, it's better so, I realize,
It's going to go, you'll leave a broken heart behind,
It's going to
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grieve
me
To let you
go,
Before you
hurt
me
To say good-
bye,
If you de-
leave me,
Please let me
surt me,
I can't get
by.

REFRAIN

What will I do
without you?
I'll be so

p-f a tempo

blue without you,
Where will I go when
you go a-way?  Who do I know to go out and play with?

I've been so wild about you, I'll be a child without you, When my lips burn for The kiss I yearn for,

What will I do without you?
THEME SONGS

AM I BLUE?
by GRANT CLARKE and HARRY AKST
from ON WITH THE SHOW — Sung by ETHEL WATERS

Am I blue? Am I blue? Ain't these tears in these eyes tel-lin' you?

BROADWAY BABY DOLLS
by AL BRYAN and GEO. W. MEYER
from BROADWAY BABIES

They cud-dle you and hud-dle you, They cud-dle you, be-fud-dle you Those Broadway Ba-

LOVE WILL FIND A WAY
from IN THE HEADLINES—starring MARION NIXON and GRANT WITHERS
by AL DUBIN and JOE BURKE

Isn't it funny, Life can be sun-ny, tho' skies are grey—

SMILING IRISH EYES
by HERMAN RUBY and RAY PERKINS
from SMILING IRISH EYES — starring COLLEEN MOORE

If I had a great trea-sure, If I had a great prize, Gladly I'd trade it for your

LADY DIVINE
by RICHARD KOUNTZ and NAT. SHILKRET
from THE DIVINE LADY — starring CORinne GRIFFITH

The rose of love soft caress-ing your lips, Oh, Lady Divine—

I LOVE YOU, I HATE YOU
by AL. BRYAN and GEO. W. MEYER
Sung by CARMEL MEYERS in CAREERS

I love you, I hate you, and O how I hate me For low-ing you—

MY SONG OF THE NILE
by AL. BRYAN and GEO. W. MEYER
from DRAG — starring RICHARD BARTHELMESS

Hear my Song of the Nile, Leave your sor-row and smile,
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